Dear Human Family of the World:
Nobody likes to talk about bad news: food and water storage, death,
ignorance, indoctrination, trans-human agenda, totalitarian government,
mind-control, vaccination, micro-chipping. But I must address these issues
because it is very important that the mind and body be strong mentally in
spirit, truth, and courageous in love, with a balanced right and left brain to
stay well and do inner work on the Self: Emotional, Spiritual, Physical,
Intellectual, Imagination, and Tactical.
Our physical health and immune system now is the time to start to pay
attention to this matter. Respect your body and do not consume or inject
poison into your most valuable asset, your body the temple of infinite worth.
Respect your body also means your organic body needs you to heal, need
nature energy and plants to heal, need love and light to heal. In nature, there
is a healing plant for every illness. Do not run to the experts and inject
poison (vaccine) into your body.
1) PREPARATION FOR THE 2ND LOCKDOWN AND FOOD STORAGE.
The 1% Global Elites are bringing out their advance technology against the
people of the Earth: Earthquakes & Weather Modification, Direct Energy
Weapons (DEW), and other underground technology. Beside the paid foot
Agents setting fire on the forest, DEW was being used to burn down the
rural, farm, and forest area. There is going to be food storage and/or the
food price will be going up. I suggest you buy seal container and start
emergency food storage to keep in your room. Use special seal tight
container with special air bags to keep the dry food (beans, grains, and rice)
and fresh to avoid insects from getting inside.
FRESH WATER is very important, for without it, we will be limited from
cooking our food. The ruling Psychopaths are programming and
conditioning the mass about the narrative of limited water resource. They
are selling the false narrative of limited water resource and have local
government implementing their drought policy by having water usage laws
of what we can and cannot do. The truth about water is there is abundance
of primary water deep underneath the earth surface as there is an abundance
of ocean water. (Primarywater.org) But because of laws and regulation from
the ruling psychopaths, people are not to be independence from their system.
In rural area where there is barely any government service, if you try to dig
for water, a permit is required. In urban area, they will cite you if you try
and will possibly steal your land if you insisted on opposing them. To solve
the fresh drinking water shortage in case they decide to pull the water plug,

this new technology popular in Africa, but not yet in North America, is an
AIR TO WATER GENERATOR, it is a machine that can generate gallons
of fresh drinking water per day from sucking air. I suggest you get one, and
have a back up power grid especially for the water generator.
BACK-UP ALTERNATIVE ENERGY POWER:
(https://www.thriveon.com/) A man from Zimbabwe named Sangulani
(Maxwell) Chikumbutso, claimed to have successfully created an electric
powered system that has the ability to charge itself, taking energy from
electromagnetic waves that exist all around us and are naturally present in
our environment. This is what Nikola Tesla’s work was all about but was
crushed by Morgan Stanley during his time. For now, we can find an
alternative back-up electrical energy system like a wind turbine or a solar
panel as a go to energy source for the air to water generator in case there is
an indefinite black-out emergency, since their front man – Joe Biden kept
hinting the term “Dark Winter” on the news. Storage of back up food
supplies is not good enough if there are no water supplies
FOOD WASTE: If you have a yard space, make it a habit to bury your food
waste into the soil to make the soil good for growing edible plants or edible
weeds. There is a good chance that seeds from the food waste will grow into
edible plants by accident if given the right soil condition.
2) NATURE THE HEALER.
PLANTS-BASED HEALING VS. SYNTHECTIC PETROLUM
CHEMICAL HEALING. Look up the book: The Lost Book of Herbal
Remedies.
For every diseases or illness, there is a plant based cure that can heal the
body or bring harmony to the body. If your health is important to you, you
need to learn the cause and effect. You need to know the WHY. Without
knowing the WHY, you have no power to change anything, and you will
continue to stay in Ignorance, and you will breed Ignorance, and Ignorance
breed Evil. You cannot change something when you live in Ignorance and
encourage Ignorance. Truth is indifference to what you believe to be true or
not.
The harsh reality about Cancer is the 1% Elites like the Rothschild control
the health care industry. A cancer research scientist once said this to me: his
company got the grants to find a cure for cancer but if they do find a real
cure, then they will be shut down by the pharmaceuticals and will not
receive grant or donation, and etc. He said there is a quick cure for prostate
cancer, but the FDA will not approve it for the USA. The system is adamant
about chemotherapy as a cure for all cancer treatment because of the money

that is involved and the long draw out treatment and side affects that give the
industry more business. They will not entertain any alternative simple
medicine that can cure the patience quickly and without side effects.
Doctors are train to follow the protocol of what the school have taught them,
and the educational system are control at the top by the Rockerfeller who
control the people writing the books and the curriculums. Alternative nature
cure will never be part of the medical curriculums. People who looked into
alternative medicine has cured themselves. A man online said he has grown
Cannabis plants and ate the leaves like part of his salad meals for 6 months
non stop, and he was cure of lung cancer. Marijuana leaves / Cannabis oil
can cure most disease especially cancer, this was one of the reason why they
made laws against marijuana.
“Let food be thy medicine"- Hippocrates
In 2013, I tested out this theory of plant-based healing. I had a problem with
internal bleeding in the large intestine. Instead of running to the doctor for
examination in which I did not have confidence in them, I ate the green
plants that can heal this problem and I got healed.
In 2017, I started a journey of planting fruit trees and growing vegetables. I
studied edible weeds that grown in my backyard and its healing elements.
My dog Cookie was supposed to have hip-displace and possible cancer, I
gave her a dose of Cannabis oil everyday, since then she had not scream and
wimp about her legs. My dogs eat cooked homemade meals, packaged to
freeze and re-heat for daily consumption. Ingredients of their meals
sometime include wild edible weeds in my backyard.
DEVELOP A STRONG IMMUNE SYSTEM –
Everything begins with the spirit. If your aura energy is in disharmony, you
are more receptive to illness. The Win Hof method, Win Hof discovered his
method through his inquiry of studies in different ancient Eastern yoga
breathing and meditation techniques that you can alter your body physiology
to become immune against freezing cold or extreme hot weather and even
against poison. The method requires time, practice, and due diligence study.
https://www.wimhofmethod.com/
Different spiritual philosophers from ancient times had taught their disciples
the important of breathing, the breath of life is everything. The government
celebrity experts, the control government news, are promulgating hoax
science to put you in fear because they are part of an Agenda 21/30. Use
common senses and discern the truth from the lie. Stop being a blind order
follower, be a critical thinker and question the Government narratives.

FOOD ADDICTION:
Fast food, Generically Modified Organisms, slaughter house meats are all
the addiction diets of more than half the population in America. If you are
addicted to eating meat, the 1% Elites do not want private farmland
ownership in the near future because of their Agenda 21/30. It’s time to
make a slow transition to a pure natural plant-based food diet, little by little
at time, because the meat-food supplies might not be available for
consumption in the near future. Some people cannot handle a sudden
change of diet because of their body attachment and addiction to meat diet.
Meat in the future will be grown cell tissue in a laboratory. If something
comes from a lab, you can count on it being poisoned or design to control
you somehow. Their fake foods do not kill you right away but will slowly
and gradually deteriorate your body.
Part of the awakening process to Evil and Ignorance is to understand that
farm animals are capable of love and emotion like human. As we farm and
slaughter animals to be eaten, we are being farmed and slaughtered to be
eaten as well by Dark Occult beings. Law of Karma.
VACCINE – THE SYNTHETIC CHEMICAL POISON.
Everyone has different reaction to the vaccine, some people get immediate
side effect or die from it, and some gradually get effect with weak immune
system. The vaccine is designed to poison your body with cancer
eventually, because the entire ingredients are synthetic toxic chemical. The
upcoming Con-vid-19 vaccines are intended to stop the reproductive organs
from being fertile and designed to alter your DNA.
Someone shares this on their Facebook post.
“THE CHEMICALS IN VACCINES ARE THE SINGLE GREATEST
FACTOR IN THE NEURO COGNITIVE DEFICIT THAT LEADS TO AN
AUTISM SPECTRUM DIAGNOSIS.
Future mothers and fathers you must protect your children from the
poisonous needle at all costs. This is a multi level scheme which has too
many layers to be discussed here. Vaccines are a trillion dollar industry.
Billions on the front end and billions on the back end with all the diseases
that vaccines create. Safe and effective is the biggest lie ever told. Do not let
anyone scare you with their fear tactics and bullying. Vaccines are 100%
unsafe and completely ineffective.
YOU CANNOT GET HEALTHY BY INJECTING TOXIC SYNTHETIC
CHEMICALS INTO YOUR ARM. YOU CAN ONLY PRODUCE HARM.
EVERY VACCINE PRODUCES DAMAGE EVERY SINGLE TIME.”

https://plandemicseries.com/

3) THE GREAT RESET.
AGENDA 21/30: A group of Elites came together in the year of 1993 and
draft up a climate change program call AGENDA 21, it’s about 331 pages of
their plan to make a one World Order government. In order to implement
this plan into full scale effect, it would require war against a mass population
of people. In 2020, the 1% Reptilian Elites declared war against We the
People of Earth, a psychological war, the scam Plan-demic is World War 3
against the people. It is a psychological war of government versus the
Ignorance population. The psychological world is to obscure your vision.
YEAR 2020 – 20/20 VISION: IS YOUR VISION CLEAR OR CLOUDY?
Are you able to see through the psychological war being done upon the
world or Fear has blind and obscures your eye vision from having insight.
Year 2020 is about your 20/20 vision, your ability to see through the
deception and manipulation OR to be blind by false information, fake news,
and pseudo-science. This COVID agenda is all planned in advance. Just do
the $20 bill test by folding it in half and Andrew Jackson upside down
looked like a man wearing a mask, and it is on a 20-20 dollar bill.
(Facts are explained here in this video
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eNsW4ssOBxU)
Over the years and decades, they have been executing their plan to
depopulate the human from the Earth:
 Environmental groups in the name of natural life preservation,
confiscate land for the Government, under the guise of Environmental
safety (a code word for land confiscation)
 Public Health & Safety (code word for force Vaccination and
Microchip),
 Engineer Economic crisis (housing crash and lockdown of business),
 Eugenics (Social engineering to breed out human traits that the Elite
deemed to be undesirable),
 Poison the food with GMO and chemical
 Poison the drinking water with fluoride and other chemicals
 Fake information about the limitation of the Earth natural resource:
indoctrination about the scarcity of food supplies and water, so when
they create a food storage, they get the public to believe in the climate
change.
 Spraying Chem-Trail in the air

 School indoctrination of the young with Communist /Fascism
ideology (School is not a safe place for children. Children are
indoctrinated to snitch on their family members, to be sexualized, to
accept pedophiles as the norm, to confuse gender identity and to make
trans-gender issue a norm, to force vaccination upon children. I
suggest home schooling your children and there are groups on meetup
and communities coming together to support each others on home
schooling children.)
 Invented external (boogey-man) threat to engineered systematic war
and terrorist attack on sovereign nations.
 Manufacture diseases to sell the vaccine, a control tool to destroy the
body natural immune system, thus creating dependency on
pharmaceutical drugs.

4) The NEW WORLD ORDER is the CLIMATE CHANGE AGENDA
21/30. Climate Change is a code word with several implication: a)
Environmental zoning to confiscate land and stop human from using the land
under the guise of wildlife preservations, b) Human zoning – pushing human
into high density population, c) Force vaccination to sterilize the mass, d)
The Deletion of the organic human body, e) Introduce AI (Artificial
Intelligence) technology – technocrat world, f) Massive thoughts control
24/7 surveillance.
NEW TECHNOCRAT SOCIETY introduce to the mass by way of the
following:
 5G technology for smart cities
 Depopulate the Earth to less than 1 billion by way of sterilization
through Vaccination
 Micro-chip Identification implant as a mean to track everyone
 Cashless society through digital currency
 Social crediting system to track individual behavior as to whether they
comply with their Government-technocrat rules and regulation.
 Robo-cops, Drone policing to track and control more efficiently
 Small business and middle class will be obsolete
 Banned on ownership of private property such as land and car.
 Restriction on travel and limitation on movement.

5) HOW CAN THE 1% REPTILIAN ELITES EXECUTE AGENDA 21
WITHOUT MASSIVE OPPOSITION?
*** HEGALIAN DIALECTIC *** As David Icke word it:
– Problem – Reaction – Solution – COVID PLANDEMIC as an Excuse to
RESET to the 4th Industrial Revolution and AGENDA 21/30.
Create a problem or exaggerate a social problem to get popular support for
the implementation of laws that society would normally deem unacceptable.
(1) COVID-19: Create a virus or a poison in a lab, unleashed it to kill a
small number of people, exaggerate the problem to be a worldwide
pandemic, use the media to push fake news – an imaginary fear of a
deadly virus. Government experts and media instilled fear and
confusion to the mass, the plan-demic used as an excuse under Health
and Safety to shut down businesses, 6 feet social distancing, and
mandatory wearing face mask.
*- Real purposes behind the face mask: -1- Putting out the 5G
cell towers.
-2- Test out the 5G- AI facial recognition technology, ability to recognize
faces behind the face mask, and 6 feet need to scan the body movement.
-3- A social experimental test run on how compliance the sheep are
before they introduce mandatory vaccination. -4-Pychological operation
(Psych-op) warfare to track individual response.
*-Real purposes behind the shutdown of business: -1- Small
and Middle size businesses cannot handle an extensive shutdown, thus
making their business goes out of business for good. -2- Preparation for
conglomerate big business corporation control with auto-tech.
(2) RE-ACTION: People comply out of fear and trust in the Government.
They believe in the Government because they are too lazy and
cowardly to think for themselves. Some people immune systems are
getting weaker everyday due to 5g, chem.-trail, and poisonous
chemical in food and water. Wearing masks and breathing in their
own air will weaken the immune system over time. The sicker the
people are, the lack of money resources, and being under the influence
of fake news, they will beg the government to help them and to solve
the problem, and to save their livelihood.
(3) SOLUTION – The 1% Global Elites wants to make more laws and
restrictions against the people of Earth. They get to implement their
Solution: to vaccinate, to Micro-chip, and to track every human under
the guise of health and safety from the COVID-19 virus. It is all

about the control of Human cattle like farmers managed their animals
on their farm. The Endgame is for a One World Government with AI
tracking every minuscule of every Human Cyborg.

6) PSUEDO-SCIENCE – People believed in false and superstition because
they are taught a false reality of their history, a false concept of who they are
and how the universe work, and their lack of occult knowledge. Scientists
that can invent technology to free the people from government control have
gotten killed. For instance, a scientist working on a car that can run on
water, first he got threaten and then he got killed. If a car can run on water,
then there is no scarcity of energy resource. The 1% Reptilian Elites (the
Dark Occults) need to control the energy resource to keep everyone running
on a wheel of dependency. Petroleum oil and fiat money are their main
energy of control to keep the mass population in perpetual dependency.
The Dark Occults gave backward science to the public: -125 years old
combustion engine, -fake rocket-ship moon landing, -old system of building
houses, -outdated water system and farming, -fake SpaceX from Elon Musk,
-etc. Elon Musk and NASA are liar. Elon Musk is not building a rocketship to take 1 million people to Mars, the only place a million people will be
going is to an underground facility laboratory to get experimented upon.
The Advance Real Science, underground Science, they kept away from the
public is like a science fiction book into the future: -Anti-gravity cars, -Antigravity spaceship that can fly to the moon (NASA rocket-ship televised to
the public never landed on the moon), -Nikola Tesla free energy, the ether
energy from the Earth atmosphere that can power infinitely all our electrical
needs for free, -sound and magnetic technology that can heal the body, unlimited water and food, -etc. These technologies will set the human race
free, and the 1% Reptilian Elites don’t want us to be free. The Dark Occults
endgame is to microchip our body into a computer operating system, getting
the mass to be addicted to a hand-phone is to condition people to wear the
technology which eventually will be micro-chipped into the body, a
statement of complete ownership of their human cattle.
THE COVID SCAM – a Hoax package under the guise of Health and Safety
to RESET the Economy according to Agenda 21/30. COVID-19 is
CONVID-1984 to usher in a new world order of technocrats and artificial
intelligence control as George Orwell predicted in his dystopian novel 1984.
C – certificate

O – of
V – verified
ID – identification
People are living in a false reality and they believe the abnormal to be the
normal. If you keep blocking and depriving yourself of natural air and
sunlight, overtime you are breathing in bad air and bacteria from the face
mask. Eventually your immune system will be weakened, then you will be
prone to respiratory illness or infection as they called COVID a respiratory
virus. This COVID plan-demic fear is like a metaphor to the medieval witch
hunt where Kingship used the witch hunt to control and put irrational fear
into superstitious ignorance peasants, causing them to snitch on their
neighbor for witchcraft. The COVID plan-demic has caused paranoia in
people if they saw you sneezing, people would freak out if you sneeze. The
Government experts have caused people to believe that almost every human
could be a potential biological threat. The main stream media news or the
government news talk down to the mass like they are 5th grade children
intelligence. The government imposed more laws dictating the ownership of
your rights to your body, the news tell you what is good for your body
because their experts know more than you about what is good for your body.
In the age of internet, knowledge of truth and alternative information for
critical thinking people are easily accessible more than ever before, but most
people still cling on to Government news. With the Great Reset being here,
Silicon Valley and Big Tech are censoring people on their platform, and
policing every little free thought we have left. As long as people choose to
remain ignorance, fearful, superstitious, and continue to believe in
Government, then they will continue to reap suffering upon themselves and
the world.
7) HUMANITY IS HELD IN BONDAGE AS EVIL TRIUMPH OVER
GOOD.
Why do people follow an abusive system and make excuses for Evil in
power? The key spiritual battle for the soul of humanity is the people
acceptance of Evil.
9/11 was a false flag operation, three buildings: one, two, and seven were
demolished demolition style. To this day some people still believed the two
world trade center buildings were hit and collapsed by the cause of airplane.
The Government systems are run and control by evil and extreme
psychopaths. The 9/11 investigation never got anywhere. Behind the
frontline psychopath leaders of the world are the Dark Occults pulling the
string in the background. These psychopaths are extremely sick mind

people: children are used as a trade off blackmail currency. They rape,
torture, murder, and drank children’s Adrenochrome blood as a ritualistic
ceremony. Every year about a million children go missing world wide.
Once the Dark Occults owed these leaders by way of blackmail sex with
children, the leaders will eagerly do their dark masters bidding.
(Documentary – child trafficking
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YGNKwnWx0L8)
The two parties system and their politicians are just puppet actors to give the
sheeples an illusion of freedom. Behind the puppet actors, a dynasty
bloodline controls the Federal Reserve Bank and print all the fiat money out
of thin air. The fiat paper has no value, the real value is the people time,
resource, and energy. These international bankers control the economy, they
crashed the economy every 10 years to keep the middle class in a state of
financial struggle and to transfer the wealth between their insiders. For
instance, Warren Buffett success in stocks trade because he is an insider,
there is no intelligence behind picking the right stock when he has insider
information from his exclusive club.
These bankers are parasites, they further get politicians to write into law the
legalization of income extortion through taxation, making you a slave, and
they become your master through covert ruling. No one group of bloodline
should have the right to monopolize the printing of money out of thin air and
on top of that charge interest out of thin air. By controlling the monetary
system, they control who can be the figure head to do their bidding.
8) GOVERNMENT/ OLIGARCHY:
No masters, no slaves: The law of Truth is you are a sovereign being with
infinite worth and no one has the right to rule over you whether you know it
or not. Even if you believe that Government has the ordain rights to rule
over you, it still does not change the truth that you are a sovereign being and
your real currency is your energy and time.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eq3jjzI8Gdo&feature=youtu.be&fbclid=
IwAR1HriVFo6JGGD4YZI2yL_zE4q4TSyndUUVFeankbuhLG4qlNBFkp
ZPwvL4
After people realized that they no longer want Kingship, an overt ruling
power, making all the decision as the Gods mandate on land, the 1%
Reptilian Elites switched their power to Governship, a covert ruling power
includes these institutions: Politicians, Wall Streets, Banking and Monetary,
Corporation, Control information, Figure Head Monarchy, cultural Religious
leaders. Oligarchy governship invented evil poisonous ideology to control
your mind: communism, socialism, democracy, capitalism, fascism, racism,

political correctness, terrorism, class warfare, etc. All these poisonous
dialectics keep the sheeple in a spinning loop hole of false hope, confusion,
and dependency on the power of the oligarchy. They need you to focus your
energy on external forces and conflicts outside of you so you can give your
power away to them, and never have time to look within your power to be a
sovereign being.
In the 20th Century, the belief in Government had been the cause of more
than 500 million human genocides and the destruction of many cities. The
people that keep the systematic slavery, genocides, and destruction of the
human race are not the 1% Elites that deceived, manipulated and gave orders
to murder, but it is the ignorance and or willing ORDER FOLLOWERS that
carried out the violence against the human race because they were and are
the one that executed the evil deeds.
(Listen to the word of wisdom from Mark Passio’s best explanation of how
we are collectively locked in a prison planet:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z0f8StQM8lw)
According to the Law of Cause and Effect, the Law of Karma, the Order
Followers are more responsible for the Evil deeds executed than the 1%
Elites (Order Givers) who give the Orders. It is an occulted knowledge
because the Order Givers did not manifest the Evil deeds into the physical
world, therefore they are less responsible than their foot minions. The 1%
used this occult knowledge to escape the law of consequence, and they
further do charitable acts or good deeds to balance out or remove to their
karma debt. The Dark Occult used this working knowledge of the Spiritual
law of Cause and Effect to continue plotting their evil schemes to stay in
power while the bloodsheds are in the hands of the Order Followers who
executed the Evil deeds.
9) THE DARK OCCULTS’ ENDGAME: A SPIRITUAL WAR TO
DELETE THE ORGANIC HUMAN.
We are in a spiritual war for an upgraded Organic Human versus an
upgraded Synthetic Human Cyborg. The scam-Convid Plan-demic is to get
the Human cattle to vaccinate and micro-chip (in the guise of health and
safety) so the New World Order can track and control the Human cattle.
HUMAN CYBORG – Human 2.0 (in other spiritual school of thought, they
called Human 3.0) For the sake of understanding this conversation, I will
keep this conversation in the 3D. Here is a link to Dr. Carrie Madej
explaining Trans-human agenda

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nn7CQKKP-ME or do your own
research on Trans-humanism. The reason why you are seeing a push for
gays, lesbians, queers, and Trans-gender rights is because they are
conditioning you to slowly accept the concept of no gender or one gender
and a boy becomes a girl and a girl becomes a boy as normal part of life.
Trans-gender is about one out of million, but they are social engineering it to
become the norm, little by little they are pushing, confusing, and
indoctrinating children in school to believe that their birth gender is not what
they should be born with. With the poison of vaccines and chemical wastes,
it is intentional to alter and engineer human DNA to delete their physical
gender identity.
Jose M. R. Delgado had worked on an invention called Stimoceiver, he
experimented on animals, a permanent brain implants to control behavior.
Elon Musk designed a chip implant to put into the human brain for medical
reasons. Musk is a front man for the Dark Occults/ Satanic cult just like
Mark Zuckerberg, Bill Gates, the Clinton, Dr. Fauci, etc.
Elon Musk’s SpaceX program seemed like he is building technology for the
better of human kind, but he is not. The endgame is a hive-mind thought
control of humanity through a chip implant hooked into a mainframe Wi-Fi
internet system where AI can read your mind 24/7. The fuel rocket ship that
his company is designing to bring 1million people or more to Mars will not
fly to Mars. His plan to televise his space program on major television
network is to seduce the millennial to sign up for his fake space program. It
is a trick to send people to an underground lab to be experimented upon.
The real space ship that can go to Mars is anti-gravity and they are not going
to introduce this to the public. Even if the televise television is real, they
have conditioned you to believe that living in Mars is like living in a lab
facility base where you cannot go outside because of the atmosphere. In this
Mars base reality, their rules for living in a base are inside itself a form of
confinement with a fanciful make believe story that you are in Mars. When
you are trapped inside the base, the window looking out to the Mars world
will be a reality simulation or an augmented reality designed to deceive your
brain.
Science can better our lives, and set us free, but they are using science to
control humanity and to delete the organic human. Earth resources are
unlimited as we human beings are divine and unlimited. The Dark Occults
mind-controlled you to believe you have limited power and limited
resources so they can keep you in a fear based belief system to control your
mind.

10) ON EARTH – THE PROBLEM WE CO-CREATED – IGNORANCE
IS THE ROOT CAUSE OF ALL EVIL.
We live in a share collective reality with other beings: as long as the
collective minds accept immorality as an inevitable evil and they have no
power to change their destiny and the Earth destiny, then as a collective
reality, we will continue to reap suffering and injustice upon our societies,
making Earth a prison planet for all sentient beings.
“Just look at us. Everything is backwards, everything is upside down.
Doctors destroy health, lawyers destroy justice, universities destroy
knowledge, governments destroy freedom, the major media destroys
information, and religions destroy spirituality.” Quotes from Michael
Ellner.
Most people would say they want love and peace in society, but their
thoughts, attitude, and actions are in direct contradiction to what they want
to see in the world. Most people support slavery and legalize injustice if it is
done under the guise of Government control of law and orders. Most manmade laws are to destroy freedom and enslave humanity, such as the law
against using alcohol in 1920 and law against using marijuana and
psychedelic drugs in 1970. These man-made laws imply that you don’t have
the right to your body. These man-made laws must be enforced by thugs in
blue uniform because it is a lie (a lie that you don’t have the infinite right to
your body). To create more evil, Government agent, the CIA smuggled and
hustled drugs into the street for opportunists to sell the manufactured crimes
to justify locking people up and the legitimacy of having more Government
thugs to police the street from the increasing crime rates. Hollywood,
another sub-corporation of the government, their movies and music
industries encourage the children to idolize bad behaviors and drug abusing
Icons. Politicians and Police are scamming and robbing people, and they are
privileged with Qualified Immunity. Police enforcement of Victimless
Crimes such as a traffic ticket and drug users, when it would lead to robbing
a life as part of enforcing man-made laws, no one cares about the civilian
being robbed of life and liberty. Most people would make excuses for thugs
in uniforms.
The definition of immorality are actions that result in either someone or
some how hurting, robbing, or violating another beings right to life, liberty,
possession, and freedom. Most people in society would agree that
provoking and initiating an attack to murder another human is a wrong,

especially when it is a child being brutalized, most people would be
infuriated at such an injustice. But when the murdering of innocents comes
from an Authority called our Government thugs, people support the legalize
injustice upon humanity: With every Presidents in power in America, troops
are sent off to initiate the bombing, killing, and raping of another sovereign
nation. Most Americans are indifference to American troops bombing and
raping children in foreign lands so as long as it is not their children being
murdered from wars. American supported these Presidents by participating
in the voting process. Your vote does not matter because Presidents are
selected not elected, but your participation in the voting process is
consenting to Evil doing. Supporting and thanking the Government thugs in
uniforms is consenting to Evil doing. There is no honor or bravery in
ignorance, only wars and destruction of our humanity going around and
around the wheel of our support for Evil. It is all mental: the unconscious
ignorance of supporting evil and or the willful ignorance of not looking at
oneself immoral ways by supporting immoral behavior reap the wheel of
Karma.
In our collective society, most people are immoral because of wrong
program from cultural religions which taught them dogmatic believe about
what is immoral versus moral believe. The world, under the psychic spell of
the Dark Occult, does not know what a moral truth is. So the people
behavior, ignorance of moral truth, are the cause of suffering on this planet.
A moral truth is to know what a right is and what a wrong is, and taking
right action based on Moral Truth which led toward freedom for all sentient
beings. Moral Truth requires development of Heart-based intelligence:
Wisdom and Truth. The immoral behaviors against Heart based intelligence
are these:
- Teachers indoctrinate students to belief in government religions and
poisonous idealogy either out of knowingly willful actions, willful
ignorance, or pure ignorance.
- Doctors prescribe ineffective medical treatment or prescription drugs either
out of knowingly willful actions, willful ignorance, or pure ignorance.
- Religious leaders teach their flocks: to accept evil doing from authorities
and/ or gods, to fear god’s imaginary punishment, to accept humans having
no power to create a better world except to wait for a savior to rescue them
from evil, etc. These cowardly leaders have swayed their flocks away from
true spirituality either out of knowingly willful intention, willful ignorance,
or pure ignorance.

- The most immoral cult behaviors are: Order followers, Enforcer of manmade written laws, Gatekeepers of the Establishment. These people protect
the Government evil establishments: Soldiers, Police, CIA, foot espionages,
etc. They are the most vile lost souls that keep the existing Evil
Establishment in power because: they are the hands that execute the murder
of more than 500millions people in the 20th century, they are the hands that
protect the psychopath leaders of the world, they are the enforcers of locking
down society, and they are the key in locking up the prison planet.
The 1% Elite Reptilian cult ordered their soldiers to bomb an entire city.
The one that executed the deed has more karmic consequences than the one
that give the order. The soldiers that bombed the city have more
consequential karmic blood on their hands. The IRS agents that enforce
income taxes upon the people are the one keeping government extortion in
power. The police officers, that arrest a man for smoking marijuana, are
stealing the man’s natural sovereign right, not the legislators that wrote the
law to lock up all marijuana smokers. The legislators would have a very
little or less karmic consequences because they did not carry out the
manifestation of stealing the man’s natural right. The police officer chooses,
for a paycheck, to steal the man’s natural right, not the lawmakers who just
write into existence the man-made law which is all moral relativity not based
on Truth.
We can never be free to co-create with other aggregate minds for an
empowering world of love and beauty as long as we choose to accept the
system of slavery and to not be responsible for our action of accepting
slavery, as Government is slavery.
As long as we accept the religion of Government as our gods:
1) having the right to use violence to enforce man-made laws at the whim of
writing onto a piece of paper that are against Cosmic natural laws,
2) having a monopolizing power to extort our labor through taxation,
3) having the right to medical tyranny against our children health and our
body to choose, 4) having the monopoly right to print fiat money out of thin
air to charge an interest rate out of nothing and
5) having the exclusive rights to fund fiat money to their front cronies, heirs,
and bloodlines to keep their Oligarchy circles in power
6) having the exclusive right to control and dictate what science and
technology humanity should know and should have.
As long as we have wrong concepts about ourselves being powerless and
being depended on our abuser, the Government as our gods and our lawmakers, and as we delegate our power away to them and not take

responsibility for own enslavement, we will continue to stay in our bondage
and limit our human potential.
The requirement to end slavery starts with the shift into a higher
consciousness of the human condition and the work toward aligning our
thought and action to the Truth. The Truth is indifference to what we
perceive to be true or false. Wrong knowledge of what a right and a wrong
is will lead to ignorance of what the Truth is. Our minds have inputted
wrong thought behaviors, as a result, the output of our behaviors are wrong
actions which lead to suffering in our society and a continued cycle of
spiritual prison on planet Earth. Right knowledge and right behaviors lead
to a shift in higher consciousness which lead to freedom for all sentient
beings on Earth. The more moral a society becomes, the more free society
becomes. Everything is mind. “The All is Mind,” from the Hermetic
teaching.

11) TRUTH FREEDOM IS TO LIVE BY THE PRINCIPLES OF MORAL
TRUTHS: SPIRITUAL LAWS OF THE UNIVERSE.
The state of ignorance is the root cause of all evil and suffering. Being
content with ones ignorance and a limited station in life as without
questioning the value of human existence: “For as long as you are content to
remain a caged bird, you will not discover that you can escape.” Truth
Freedom is to live in alignment with the principle of moral Truths.
Have self-respect and dignity for the human infinite worth: Stop being a
naïve child and put your hope and faith in Daddy and Mommy Government
to protect and take care of you. The two parties system is from the same
snake. Republican is about daddy complex, wants law and order, protection,
bootlicking authorities, warfare, more regulation, and more control like
fascism. Democrat is about mommy complex, want nurture by demanding
freebies and government funded program like health care, social issue for
the disenfranchise, welfare, more taxation, and more control like
communism. Warfare and welfare are controlled by the same agenda: the
Dark Occults rule the mass behind the scene of their frontline-puppetfigureheads reading the teleprompter to the mass. The 1% Elites would
laugh behind close door at how stupid their 99% slaves are, and something
their news network would mock their slaves like parent scolding children to
listen to their experts and their science authority for your own good and
well-being and the safety of others, if you do not, then you are a selfish spoil
child. If you buy into their Orwellian dialogue, the doublethink, you are

under their mind-control; they have convinced you that 2+2=5: “War is
Peace; Freedom is Slavery; Ignorance is Strength.” I feel sorry for you, you
are just a piece of animal meat waiting under the Elite’s table for a piece of
food scraps tossing your way and fighting with other animals for the food
scraps. If you live like an animal in this doublethink, you have no power to
change yourself or your circumstances.
The HUMAN CONDITION does not need to live like animals at the whim
of the Few rulers called Government, we can stand together and decentralize
Government, create our own community and build what we need to get our
community functioning. We do not need Government regulation to build
roads or to be prosperous, for Governments hinder prosperity with
regulation, duress, violence, and moral relativity. The police served the
politicians immoral laws upon citizens that hurt no one, laws that have NO
VICTIMS (like murder, rape, robbery, etc). Over ideology disagreement,
the Government would send out their thugs in uniform to either rob,
assassinate, and or to kidnap for a cage confinement. (The 1993 Waco
massacre was a perfect example of peaceful people that disagree with
Government.) But these thugs in uniform would never admit their immoral
oppressive action against humanity because they would delegate their evil
action as “just doing my job” and believe that the politician in power are
responsible for giving the order.
The belief in an Authority is the most dangerous superstitious. Consenting
to an Authority’s legalize injustice is an immoral act and an act of violence
against the Law of Truth Morality. Check out the book “The Most
Dangerous Superstition” written by Larken Rose.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0k4pXwmis7A&fbclid=IwAR14nFBVt
PicOc_5UVIJH95V_fpVLlHSh79SCd0aroCNAidyC1pe3VLuKZI
In the book “The End of All Evil” by Jeremy Locke, his words as quoted:
“EVIL – The crucial key for understanding our world is to understand the
nature of evil. Evil challenges the value of people by denying them the
opportunity to make their own choices; by denying them the chance to grow
strong in learning and understanding.
FREEDOM – While evil seeks to destroy or hide a person's worth, freedom
shows humans their full potential and their full value. With freedom, people
have love, cured disease, removed hunger, eased labor and lived in peace.
With freedom, happiness is
possible. Freedom is the exact opposite of evil.

YOU – Everything written in this book is written to destroy the ideas of
culture and law. The lesson of this book is simple: nothing on earth is more
valuable than you.”
(This book is available in PDF and youtube audio)
Man-made laws are artificial ideas created by evil to restrict our freedom of
consciousness, our Sovereign natural rights, and our infinite worth. Most
people are good if given the right knowledge of action. Without
Government interferences, their artificial laws, their thugs’ violence, their
agent provocateurs, their poisonous ideologies to create division, their war to
bring peace, their constant invention of boogie-man in foreign land, and their
fake news; people would live in peace and help out their neighbors. The
society would in the beginning become a voluntary system, then transformed
to a responsible society where people stand in their power to improve the
planet out of love for all beings because they are not under duress from
violence, and eventually become a heart-based society where the knowledge
of wisdom is a common sense action.
(here is video that best explain what a voluntary society look like versus a
statistic society – what anarchy is not
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xMoPBDz5ycA)

12) AN AWAKEN CONSCIOUSNESS TO THE TRUTH OF
SOVEREIGN BENGS.
We are responsible for our own spiritual growth. We need to teach
ourselves and our children these Spiritual Laws that govern the universe.
We need to learn their application and experience how these Spiritual Laws
work.
An awaken conscious Sovereign Being lives in responsibility and the infinite
possibility, an agent of causal for freedom; and rejects being a slave to the
system of Governments, Cultural Religions, Monetary, Authority,
Economics; for all these are illusion designed to crush the human infinite
worth. Spiritual Laws are from Creator of all that is, and it is “universal,
non-man-made, binding and immutable conditions that govern the
consequences of behavior for all intelligent beings,” and act as the governing
dynamics of consciousness. Being in alignment with the Truth and living by
the principles of Spiritual Laws create true Freedom.
(These universal spiritual laws are written and explained in the book, “THE
KYBALION – the 7 Hermetic Principles of Ancient Egyptian by the 3
Initiates – here is the audio book version online platform.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kYTJwgXjb7w
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BuTLJK7MJso
What are the Principles of Spiritual Laws?
Mark Passio’s Natural Laws seminar lecture – 8hours – Explain and simplify
the 7 Hermetic principles:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ChgCh2Gui5M&t=1260s
https://www.bitchute.com/video/QO7qcuGhaoj5/

13) TAKE ACTION TO TAKE CHARGE OF OUR FUTURE IS IN THE
NOW.
The future is here: the lockdown, the augmented reality, robots, chip
implanted, tran-human, weather control weapons, etc. The Dark Occults
endgame for humanity is a control cyborg mind in a confinement hive-space
with virtual reality. If we do nothing to change the course of our future, the
consequence for our future generation will be human extinction: no gender
identity relationship, birth and cloning life comes from a lab. Imagine 500
years from now, the end of humanity would look like a sexless gollum
cloned in a lab like the grey aliens that some people claim to visit them in
the astral realm.
The fake propaganda about mask wearing for your own protection and good
is a scam and a test run of your compliance to take the vaccine and microchipping. The time to say NO is now. Stop the mask wearing, show support
for businesses that do not enforce mask wearing. We can decentralize the
government and create our own community: Ban together to create our own
economy outside the control monopoly before we are caught unprepared
when they implement the cashless society requirement and everyone to be
vaccinated and microchip in order to have goods and services. If we cannot
create a community of our own, then some of us will live off the grid.
LEARN SURVIVAL SKILLS: Minimum skills of survival are needed:
knowledge of gardening, how to use a firearm, ability to endure cold water
showers training the body to be healthy, some knowledge of plant medicine,
energy healings, great discernment and wisdom, etc.
EMPOWERMENT WITH THE RIGHT KNOWLEDGE. EDUCATION.
EDUCATION.
The Dark Occult running the government system wants to delete the organic
human into a Cyborg hive-mind control by AI, so we human might as well
delete the Government system by creating our own system. If we don’t
stand up against the Dark Occultists – 1% Elites, the future for us and our

children will be obsolete. We are in a spiritual war against the Dark Occult.
In order to have a chance to win, we need to have the right knowledge, the
Occult knowledge: occult means hidden knowledge.
Make long terms goals of how you want to see freedom for the world and
what kind of service you can offer to humanity to get there. Make specific
small goals to navigate through life to get to the long terms goals for the
collective world goal of freedom and peace.

BE THE SOLUTION:
KNOW YOURSELF – THE FIRST STEP TO CHANGE THE WORLD.
Become an upgraded Organic Human being, an Enlightened Being.
There are two ways to learn wisdom: (1) First way to learn wisdom is by
way of suffering that is most of humanity under a comatose consciousness.
When under infliction of great distress: economic failure, natural disasters,
wars, famine, disease, extreme hardship, etc, some will learn their great
power when they are pushed into a corner. (2) Second way to learn wisdom
is by the use of imagination, critical thinking, see the infinite possibility
within you, communicate with infinite power, and trust in the infinite power.
Second way is a preferred choice, but unfortunately humanity has to learn
under great suffering in hope that some will learn the wisdom of their
mistakes or they will be recycle back into the wheel of Karma.
1) LOVE: Fear is just an illusion. There is nothing to fear in the universe
except for fear itself. The root of all fear is death and the unknown. When
you let go of this energy, you find Love, the absence of fear. Physical death,
pain, distress, and suffering are not the end of your consciousness, see it as a
transition and be indifference to it so nothing can have power over you, and
Love will expand your Consciousness. Learn wise discernment so you can
come to an understanding of the root cause rather than the effect. In time of
prosperity, if you did not learn gratitude, then in time of suffering, see
suffering as an opportunity to become wiser in the walk of light and love.
LOVE: always choose to look at the grand cosmic picture of things, even in
time of adversity.
2) COURAGE: Know yourself. You are a sovereign being, whether you
know it or not. Take action. Live by the Truth, Dignity, and Infinite worth
of the Human Spirit. No one has the right to claim ownership of your
physical body or your mind. No one has the right to rule over you, to be
your master, to give you an edict to wear a mask or to stab a vaccine needle

into your arm against your will in the name of public safety and for your
own good, whether they are the government or your caretaker. The great
Awaken is no one has the right to be your Authority and the concept of
anyone having authority over you is just a religious belief which according
to Spiritual Laws is just an illusion.
3) PEACE: Look with yourself for the Power of Peace. See feelings and
emotions as they are the clouds coming and going, have no attachment no
detachment to it. Enjoy and appreciate the good when it comes.
Acknowledge the bad when it comes and learn from it. The true balance is
equanimity when you understand great peace in self-mastery. In the Power
of Peace, your spiritual strength is abundance, your Power is deep within
and nothing can sway you off the course of Truth and Principles. In peace,
you are in the causal power to create the now that will effect the future.
4) POWER IN SELF-MASTERY: We have a moral obligation to teach
ourselves the Truth about our reality, and to claim our power. You are all
there is and have infinite Power from within, you must claim ownership of
your power, and no power on Earth can sway you from your core foundation
of who you are. Power is to take responsibility for all your actions good or
bad, and the things that are happening to you in the now. If a wrong being
done to you, do not play a helpless victim and wait for a savior to come and
rescue. Take charge of the situation and right an injustice if necessary, use
discernment.

TRANSMUTATION OF RELATIVE COMPARISON:
It is a technique I used since 2005 before I even know about the Hermetic
principles. For the longest time, I was not able to explain to people how I
can change certain energy in my vibration. When people are attached to
certain energy, telling them to shift their energy is nearly impossible because
of their mind being wired to that particular energy.
[THE KYBALION – CH. 1 – The basic principles of “The Art of Hermetic
Alchemy,” which, contrary to the general belief, dealt in the mastery of
Mental Forces, rather than Material Elements–the Transmutation of one kind
of Mental Vibrations into others. instead of the changing of one kind of
metal into another. The legends of the “Philosopher's Stone” which would
turn base metal into Gold, was an allegory relating to Hermetic Philosophy,
readily understood by all students of true Hermeticism.]

Now I will simplify the mental alchemy and coined this technique as the
Transmutation of Relative Comparison. The Hermetic principle of Polarity:
everything has its pair of opposites; like and unlike are the same; opposites
are identical in nature, but different in degree. Light exists because we
compare it to darkness. Light and darkness are a pair of opposite and yet are
identical in nature, but difference consisting of varying degrees.
For instance if you are sad and struggling to make $50k a year income, if
you compare your situation to someone else situation that is struggling to
make $10k a year income. No matter what the situation is at hand, there is
always someone worse off than you. When you relate your situation to
someone else in a worst situation than yours, everything is put into a clearer
perspective to shift your energy to gratitude. Be grateful for what you have,
seeing you have more, is in an abundance state at the moment, shifting the
mental energy to being happy. From this vibration energy of being happy
and abundance, which is a higher vibration than a lower vibration of
scarcity, an action to bring forth what you desire to happen, bring forth
attraction that manifest into the material world the result that you desire to
happen. (The principle of Vibration – Nothing rests; everything moves;
everything vibrates.”) To sum up, you are shifting energy from the
perception of one mental state to another mental state more in alignment to
what you desire to bring forth that result.
From a higher standpoint, Transmutation of relative comparison is how to
view an experience a certain way in order to change or adjust our mental
power to bring forth a material existence by the Will power.
SELF MASTERY TO ENLIGHTENMENT – BE THE LIGHT
OCCULTIST:
Know the Truth and the Truth will set you free. Truth is immutable and
indifference to what your perception to be true or not true. To know the
Truth, your perception must be in alignment with the Truth. Know the 7
Hermetic principles (Truth) from the Kybalion.
To change the world requires imagination, it begins within you. Trust in the
infinite power of Source the Universe, the Creator of all that is. When you
stand in peace, love, and courage and are in alignment with the Truth, the
infinite power of creative force will assist you to what you Will into the
world will manifest.
Of course there are obstacles. The obstacles are collective minds sharing
your reality: the ignorance, the profane, and the zombie. You are cocreating with these collective minds, but the biggest obstacle is You. You
must be the one to Know yourself as the Key to teach the open minds to

open the door to the 7 principles of Truth, the Key to unlocking the universe.
(THE KYBALION – 7 HERMETIC PRINCIPLES)
[Ch.14 – Mental Gender: “Look at the strong people, how they manage to
implant their seed-thoughts in the minds of the masses of the people, thus
causing the latter to think thoughts in accordance with their desires and wills
of the strong individuals. This is why the masses of people are such
sheeplike creatures, never originating an idea of their own, nor using their
own powers of mental activity.”]
This quote from the Kybalion is a perfect example of the Dark Occult
working against the Masses of Sheeplike creatures with their scam
plandemic – ConVid-19. All the wars, the economic crash, the Con-virus,
the false flag, etc. are planned and caused by the Dark Occultists. You are
being mind-controlled into giving up your internal power for an external
illusion, of fake gods and authority on Earth, in which you believe they
(Politicians and government) have the right to make laws against your
natural rights and legalize injustice. All the cultural religions of the world
were written by the Dark Occultists to mind control the Mass Sheeple to
never question Authority. The religious leaders have never denounced evil
and are in complicit with the Government to keep you in your mental chains.
There is a Wrong and a Right. We are bounded by the law of consequential,
the Law of Cause and Effect. What you cause in the world whether
intentional or by default, the effect will come back to you. As a collective
mind, we are the one complying and executing their edict of our own
enslavement. We will reap what we sow into the world. These politicians
and religious leaders are working against Humanity. They are addicted to
their own personal selfish gain and are part of the Oligarchy frontline to lead
humanity into ultimate enslavement. It is important we must stand in our
power, have a voice, and share our voice of opposition. If we do nothing,
we will get nothing, and evil runs it course and the end of humanity.
If we do nothing to stop Evil, we get nothing, and by default, we are
responsible for the outcome: Evil win and the human race get deleted, the
outcome is Cyborg Human. If we take action to stop Evil, we get
something, a chance to win what we want to create for our children and their
grand-children. We create the future in the NOW. Be the cause to create the
Effect!! If it’s to be, it’s up to us!!! IF IT’S TO BE, IT’S UP TO YOU!!! It
is up to YOU!!

Written by THIRDEYEFORESIGHT.COM – For the betterment of
Humanity. Site under construction. Any comments or questions I think will
benefit humanity will be printed on my site or will be answered through
broadcast.

Recommend Videos and audible/pdf Books:
1) ZEITGEIST
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EqjkWNsePoU&bpctr=1602024873
2) Mark Passio’s Natural Laws seminar lecture – Explain and simplify the 7
Hermetic principal. Occult knowledge made easy to understand. Mark
Passio’s Natural Laws seminar lecture – 8hours – Explain and simplify the 7
Hermetic principles:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ChgCh2Gui5M&t=1260s
https://www.bitchute.com/video/QO7qcuGhaoj5/
3) David Icke – DavidIcke.com – has lectured 10 years ago about the current
issue of today, and most of what he said came true.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2a8A6Fb0bxQ
Audible Books to read:
1) The End of all Evil by Jeremy Locke (online YouTube reading) – the
book is out of print. There is only the pdf version that you can download on
the internet.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ANfPdzZo8xo&t=5072s
2) The Kybalion – the 7 Hermetic Principles of Ancient Egyptian by the 3
Initiates
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kYTJwgXjb7w
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BuTLJK7MJso
3) Outwitting the Devil by Napoleon Hill.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Aw2ju7UY7Xk

4) 1984 by George Orwell – Science Fiction of Dystopian society –
prediction of today society under surveillance.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=scqLliarGpM
5) Brave New World by Aldous Huxley – Science Fiction of Dystopian
society – prediction of society with no family unit, everyone belongs to the
state like cattle.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j3k3uUiTTQA

